














Daniel Silva began his career in political journalism, working for United Press International from 1984 as a correspondent on the domestic scene and then serving in the Middle East, in Cairo and the Persian Gulf. He transferred to CNN, which he left in 1997 to take up full-time writing. Like his contemporaries Lorraine Adams and R.J. Hillhouse, who also came to writing spy fiction from journalism, Silva uses his novels as fields of debate as well as suspense narratives, no doubt assimilating methods of pacing and dialogue from his earlier position as executive producer of talk shows for CNN. He has named Graham Greene, Eric Ambler and John Le Carre as influences, but rarely comments on his contemporaries, Joseph Finder being a rare exception.​[1]​ Silva has carefully positioned himself within the genre, explaining: “I consider myself a writer of international intrigue stories as opposed to a writer of pure espionage thrillers. I like the genre because it gives you more licence. There are no police procedures or rules of evidence to hem you in. Also, I’m a student of twentieth-century European history and politics” (Lippman, “Authortalk April 2003”). In her survey of post-1970s espionage fiction Katy Fletcher states that “the contemporary spy novel has become increasingly related to the actual political world” (Fletcher 322) and no writer better exemplifies this than Silva. From the very beginning of his writing career he has used his fiction as a forum for commenting on contemporary events, with the result that his implied reader must combine a political awareness with a responsiveness to narrative techniques. 
Silva’s debut novel, The Unlikely Spy (1996) is set primarily in London in 1944, it focuses on the elaborate deception mounted to prevent the Nazis from discovering the Mulberry Harbors and therefore the location for the D-Day landings. The action sets a pattern for Silva’s subsequent fiction in setting up a tension between secrecy and revelation. The protagonist is one Alfred Vicary, a professor of history drafted into MI5, who becomes a surprisingly successful agent. He also becomes a guide to the reader through the different stages of his investigation into enemy activity. In interview Silva has stated: “I think history is about 89 percent classified. I believe that intelligence agencies guide the course of history much more than we’ll ever really know” (Lippman, “Author Talk, April 2003”). The success of the D-Day landings depended on the careful management of information reaching Berlin (most famously about Patton’s phantom army in waiting) and Silva has incorporated a double agent comparable to the historical Juan Pujol (agent GARBO) and Eddie Chapman (Agent Zigzag). Silva has carefully researched issues like transmission and personifies the latest Nazi threat in Catherine Blake and Horst Neumann, two specially trained assassins of mixed parentage and ultimately with no cultural commitment beyond their jobs in hand. 
In The Unlikely Spy the perspective alternates between Vicary’s and that of the Nazi agent Catherine. In the latter’s dealings with the London underworld and throughout all her acts Silva presents her neither as a monster nor as a fascist ideologue. She is simply a professional, constantly assessing her own consistency and effectiveness. In a 2011web forum “How to Write a Thriller,” Silva insisted that “a good thriller needs good characters” (Hart) and in The Unlikely Spy he was already putting this principle into action. Apart from the chilling Catherine and a whole range of secondary characters, the central professional tension of the novel arises between Vicary and his superior Basil Boothby (not to be confused with the diplomat of that name). Vicary’s scrupulous efficiency is constantly bringing him into conflict with Boothby’s snobbish and cavalier attitude towards security – or so it seems. In the novel’s coda a transformed Boothby reveals that Vicary had been fed bogus information to promote a pre-invasion deception. He concludes indignantly that “none of it was real” (Unlikely Spy, 443), but Boothby corrects the comment as “it was all part of the script” (Unlikely Spy, 449). And so it seems, like Alex Leamas in The Spy Who Came in from the Cold, that Vicary has been “run” by MI5 for the greater good of the invasion. 
The Unlikely Spy already displays features that were to become hallmarks of his fiction. The opening line – “Beatrice Pym died because she missed the last bus to Norwich” – serves as a hook to the reader’s curiosity and starts the narrative with an individual killing. The identity of her murderer is kept hidden in the description, only revealed as the Nazi conspiracy behind the act gradually comes to light. As in the best detective fiction, inquiry thus becomes central to our reading of the novel. The complex counterpointing of different plot lines is offset by another technique followed in Silva’s subsequent fiction. Chapter titles are the place-names situating the local action and characters’ movements throughout the novel are described with scrupulous accuracy. 
From the evidence of his first novel it seemed as if Silva was moving into the kind of historical spy fiction practiced by Alan Furst, but his subsequent novels have all been set in the contemporary period. The Mark of the Assassin (1998) combines two subjects: counter-terrorism and political fund-raising in the USA. It is the first of a pair to focus on Michael Osbourne, a CIA officer married to a Washington lawyer. The sensational prologue describes the shooting down of an airliner near New York with a stinger missile (famous from the war in Afghanistan). The person firing the missile is killed and the boat carrying the conspirators destroyed. Silva acknowledged that the episode was suggested by the crash of TWA Flight 800 off Long Island in 1996, which became “a “What if?” scenario” in his own words (O’Brien).​[2]​
In the novel the official line on the destruction of the plane is that it was the work of an Islamist group called the Sword of Gaza. However, from an early point in the novel Silva sets up an ironic perspective on the CIA director (a corporate lawyer with two assistants known as Tweedledum and Tweedledee) and the Washington establishment generally. Unlike Nelson DeMille’s Night Fall (2008), which investigates the downing of an airliner at length, the sabotage in The Mark of the Assassin is used as a prologue to raise questions about the US authorities. Why are they suspiciously keen to attribute it to the Islamist group without any substantial investigation? The answer lies in a sinister international group called the Society for International Development and Cooperation, headed by a senior member of MI6 and containing the director of the CIA and a top Mossad officer among others. This organization, which also features in Silva’s third novel, resembles the Special Executive for Counter-Intelligence, Terrorism, Revenge and Extortion  (aka SPECTRE) which first appeared in Ian Fleming’s Thunderball (1961) and carries very little plausibility as a post-Cold War organization devoted to fomenting conflict for financial gain. 
	Indeed The Mark of the Assassin attempts to underpin its action as a continuation of the Cold War without its political oppositions. Thus the assassin of the title is an ex-KGB operative turned freelance and actually hired by the society named above to carry out the act. The latter then orders the killing of all contacts to hide the conspiracy – particularly the assassin’s handler (also ex-KGB) and another intermediary, this time ex-STASI. Silva’s most interesting character is the assassin, sometimes known as Jean-Paul Delaroche, another quick-change artist with multiple identities. Without modeling his character on either, Silva references Abu Nidal and Carlos the Jackal as analogues for Delaroche, whose operational signature is three bullets in his victim’s face. He plays the role of prime mover, the initiator of events, against Michael Osbourne’s investigative reactive role. Indeed the action simplifies into a battle of wills between the two characters.         
Apart from its predictable conspiracy, Silva’s second novel makes comparatively little attempt to embed its action within historical processes. In contrast, The Marching Season (1999) is set specifically against the background of the 1998 Good Friday Agreement, which signaled a virtual cessation of hostilities in Northern Ireland except for the activities of a dissident Protestant group called the Ulster Freedom Brigade. Silva ingeniously casts his IRA members as simultaneously threatening but also helpful to the authorities in thwarting the new group. And his particular angle on Northern Ireland is no doubt shaped partly by the historical appointment in 1995 of Senator George Mitchell as U.S. Special Envoy to the province. Silva’s protagonist is a CIA agent named Michael Osbourne, whose father-in-law, a U.S. senator, is invited by the president to perform exactly this role as ambassador. Unfortunately this appointment makes him a target for assassination by the new terrorist group, a plan thwarted by an elaborate trap set by British intelligence on an isolated Norfolk estate involving the use of a look-alike for the ambassador.
Behind this action Silva brings back the professional assassin from his previous novel, now called October. He plays the real antagonist to Osbourne and is partly modeled on the assassin in Fredrick Forsyth’s The Day of the Jackal; both engage in target practice with melons, for example. One of the problems with the action, however, is that the disparate plot lines don’t really jell together. Also, as in his first novel, historical figures feature in the action, most ludicrously Queen Elizabeth. The inconsistencies in the action even inform Silva’s assassin, who is a painter in between assignments and who is further humanized after a climactic chase in Washington when he strikes a deal with Osbourne to reveal the identity of his sponsors. When the latter asks October “who are you?” the resulting information cuts across their supposed differences to suggest unexpected similarities, a shared professionalism.
After three trial runs, The Kill Artist (2000) marked a breakthrough in Silva’s career and was the first to be centered on an Israeli intelligence officer named Gabriel Allon. He later explained the symbolism of his character’s name in the following way: “Gabriel is the mightiest of God’s angels and His most important messenger. He is the prince of fire and the guardian of Israel. And perhaps most important, Gabriel is the angel of revenge” (Redman). In contrast, Allon suggests “oak tree” in Hebrew, reflecting his solidity. More importantly, he has a second career as an art restorer, an elaboration from the assassin’s hobby in The Marching Season which now carries entirely positive connotations of reconstruction and renovation. The prologue to The Kill Artist shows Allon’s son being killed and his wife seriously injured in a bomb blast in Vienna. Unlike his previous novels, Silva takes the reader simultaneously forwards as events develop and into Allon’s back-story. This character “stands at the intersection of history: the end of World War II and the rise of Islamic radicalism” (Redman).
	Allon’s most striking feature is that he practises two professions: intelligence agent and expert art restorer. The latter gives him an entirely different context and situates him within the cultural networks of Western art. He is quite literally a conserver of Western culture, a role far broader than the specific demands of a Mossad agent. Patrick Anderson argues that art restoration gives Silva a relief from the details of weaponry and tradecraft such as we find in Tom Clancy (Anderson, 133). Although his first point is valid enough, tradecraft, ie the specific methods of surveillance and other intelligence activities, constantly feature in the fiction, partly because Allon often works in a team and partly because his life can depend on such methods. Allon’s two professions give us two poles to his character, which is a conflicted one between killing and restoring. Throughout the series he demonstrates ambivalence towards his work as an intelligence agent, which sometimes necessitates killing conspirators. In retrospect, such moments seem to implicate him in the ideology of his enemies.
Allon’s second profession gives Silva a narrative analogy which he draws repeatedly throughout the series. The first Allon novel has a three-part structure –Acquisition, Assessment, Restoration – which, apart from the acquisition of a work of  art, also suggests the psychological phases of him coming back into intelligence work after the trauma of his family being bombed. As he drifts into sleep one night a dream image conflates figures from his life with art styles as if his terrorist enemy was a Van Dyck figure. The main symbolism of Allon’s art work, however, is professional. Because he is constantly donning cover identities, he has developed a compulsively penetrative vision which he applies generally: “His work had had left him incapable of seeing things as they appeared to be. When he viewed paintings, he saw not only the surface but the underdrawings and layers of base paint” (The Confessor, 46). In other words, Allon has become an expert examiner of appearances and when, in a later novel, his group is investigating terrorist activities, their progress is expressed in terms of pictorial composition: “Upon one wall slowly appeared the murky outlines of a lethal new terrorist network led by a man who was largely a ghost” (The Messenger, 140).  When trying to identify the terrorists in Prince of Fire, we are told that “instinctively Gabriel approached the case as though it were a painting” (Prince of Fire, 65), in piecing together the life of the artist. This analogy highlights the importance of visual detail, both in the formation of a conspiracy and in Allon’s detection of it. Silva thus weaves an ingenious variation on the traditional importance given in spy fiction to appearance. While this emphasis has often fallen on disguise, Silva uses visual composition as a holistic analogy for the construction of a conspiracy, whose agents are performing ostensible innocuous roles behind which lurks their covert intent. Allon’s professional expertise repeatedly induces a sceptical but engaged curiosity in the reader to tease out what might lie behind even the most trivial visual detail.
Although he serves as Silva’s serial protagonist, Allon never works alone. Arguably the ultimate protagonist of The Kill Artist is the Mossad, or the “Office” as it is known here. Silva never uses the name Mossad in order to set up a “little distance from the real thing”, as he has explained (Hewitt 2008). In fact we hardly ever see Allon separate from other members of a team which shifts in subsequent novels but whose personnel stays more or less constant. These constitute his family, presided over by Ari Shamron, a living legend in the Office and paternal mentor, constructed from historical figures like Isser Harel, who ran the operation to track down Eichmann. Shamron personifies the agency itself and even at times the nation and rocky landscape of Israel. His importance for Silva is reflected in the fact he has published fictional interviews with both Shamron and Allon (cited below). Chiara, an Italian Jewish operative and specialist in art history, becomes Allon’s second wife. Uzi Navot functions as an administrative foil to Allon, also multi-lingual but not at all an action man. He contrasts in turn with Mikhail, a Russian-born agent who specializes in executions and who is described in a later novel as ‘Gabriel without a conscience’ (The Fallen Angel, 169). Allon’s own career has started with his participation in Operation Wrath of God, launched in retribution against Black September for their killing of the Israeli team at the 1972 Munich Olympics. A second major exploit was participating in the 1988 operation against Yasser Arafat’s deputy Abu Jihad. Against these successes, the novel also cites fiascos in Norway, Switzerland and Amman. Extending beyond Office agents is a network of sayanim (helpers), which includes the London art dealer Julian Isherwood, himself a Jewish refugee from the Nazis and now living under a British identity
The prologue to The Kill Artist describes the killing of Allon’s son and injury of his wife in a Vienna bomb explosion but the main action opens with a second killing, this time of the Israeli ambassador in Paris. The juxtaposition links Allon’s personal fate with the campaign of Palestinian terrorists. As in Le Carre’s The Little Drummer Girl (1983), which has a similar opening, the killings have their signature, that of a terrorist leader (Khalil) who is a skilled artist at disguise. In Le Carre’s novel a Mossad group recruits and trains an actress named Charlie to help them gain access to this elusive figure. Silva’s equivalent figure is a French model, with the difference that his ‘helpers’  are repeatedly concealing their Jewish origins, and therefore are already acting out a double identity, which makes their transition into intelligence work all the easier. In The Kill Artist the model also receives crash training by the Mossad and, once the latest conspiracy gets under way, is educated on the Palestinian cause by one of the terrorists. Like Le Carre, Silva suggests a doubling between the pursuer and the pursued. Just as George Smiley comes to sense that he shares characteristics with his opponent Karla rendered scenically at the end of the Karla trilogy by the confrontation between the two figures in Berlin, so Allon recognizes a kinship with Tariq the Palestinian: “He’ll be like me” (Kill Artist, 313).​[3]​ Indeed doubling becomes a general feature of the whole novel. All the key figures in the action are leading double lives in one way or other. Duplicity even becomes a condition of the narrative itself when it is finally revealed that a key Palestinian was participating in Ari Shamron’s scheme. So, like Vicary in Silva’s first novel, Allon is the unwitting tool of a larger operation.
	Silva originally planned The Kill Artist to be a stand-alone novel, but his new editor at Putnam’s, where he moved in 2001, suggested developing a series based on Allon. Silva’s hesitations, as he later explained, were based on the feeling that “there was too much anti-Semitism in the world, and far too much hatred of Israel” (“Behind the Series”). In the event the series went on to greater and greater commercial success. The result has been inevitably an element of repetition as the same main characters recur, but also a gain in thematic continuity as if each novel formed part of a serial commentary on the “birth of Israel and the Arab-Israeli wars and the history of the Holocaust” (MacDonald).
We have seen how right from the beginning of his career as a writer Silva has tied his narratives in with historical events involving secret operations since the end of World War II: the planning for the D-Day landings, the Good Friday agreement in Northern Ireland, and Arafat’s peace negotiations in The Kill Artist. In The English Assassin (2002), Silva found a more complex example of secrecy in Switzerland. In interview that year he declared: “The secret history of Switzerland during the war is mind blowing. It’s such a fascinating and strange country – there really is this national preoccupation with secrecy at all levels” (“An Interview with Daniel Silva,” BookBrowse ).
Whereas in the previous novel Silva had used the relatively familiar technology of surveillance in his description of the tortuous negotiations with terrorists, The English Assassin evokes a more complex kind of secrecy right from the first lines. Here we are told: “Marguerite Rolfe was digging in the garden because of the secrets she found hidden in her husband’s study” (English Assassin, 3: italics in original). The total lack of contextual information leaves the reader wondering about her actions until it gradually becomes evident that she is digging her own grave, an act which both reflects despair and continues her husband’s concealments. The note she leaves on her body similarly represents a gesture of communication, but one contained within the privacy of her family. Her suicide and self-burial thus enacts the national obsession with secrecy which her none-too-grieving husband states when he declares: “This is Switzerland. There is no past” (English Assassin, 7). Despite the local emphasis on Switzerland, however, the novel’s action ranges far beyond a single country to include Portugal, France, and Corsica. In short, Nazi art theft and its consequences comprise a subject which transcends national borders. More importantly, the novel’s prologue symbolically reveals the endemic national obsession with secrecy against which Allon pits his wits.
At the beginning of the novel Gabriel Allon arrives in Zurich to restore an Old Master for a wealthy banker, only to find him lying dead in his hall, having been shot through the eye. Briefly Allon finds himself in the position of a murder suspect until he learns that Rolfe the banker had attempted to contact Mossad before his death. Silva then reverses the roles of his protagonist so that Allon begins to investigate an intrigue centering, after the killing of a French art dealer, on Nazi art theft. The investigation gradually takes on an explicitly historical dimension, as Allon meets with Emil Jacobi, the “self-appointed guilty conscience of Switzerland” (English Assassin, 163), who warns him about the invisible government within Switzerland. Jacobi is partly based on the Swiss sociologist Jean Ziegler, whose 1998 study The Swiss, the Gold and the Dead supplies one of the novel’s epigraphs. Silva skillfully applies this warning, which rebounds ironically when Jacobi is killed, as a paranoid frame to Allon’s investigation by suggesting that he himself is under constant surveillance.
The assassin of the novel’s title is a professional killer whose actions shadow Gabriel Allon’s. The assassin is, however, only a hired hand and the conspiratorial links ultimately converge on a secret elite of bankers and businessmen called the Council of Rutli. The organization is of course Silva’s invention, but the name chosen for its national resonance as the site of a collective oath taken during the move to Swiss independence. The organization is run by an elderly and unrepentant collector of looted Nazi art works, and his identity reflects a difficulty in Silva’s choice of subject. Rolfe, the banker killed at the beginning, appears to have had a change of heart so complete that he leaves a confession addressed to Gabriel Allon in a safety deposit box. This document simply confirms all the other evidence that Allon is putting together, with the help of Rolfe’s violinist daughter, on the origins of his art collection. The sheer number of deaths which occur in the novel bear testimony to the tenacity of the Council’s preservation of its own interests and the latter represents Silva’s rather melodramatic extrapolation of Swiss privacy and de facto ownership laws. The whole thrust of the novel’s action is towards a final revelation which never materializes, partly because Rolfe has left his confession and been killed. Silva’s desire for narrative closure leads him to conclude the novel with the head of the Council of Rutli being killed by an anonymous assassin. However satisfying this event might be to the reader, Silva has been insisting throughout that Swiss secrecy is systemic and so deeply embedded in the national psyche so much so that no single event or exposure would change it.
The second volume of Silva’s Holocaust trilogy, The Confessor (2003), sets up a similar opposition to its predecessor between disclosure and revelation, but this time the institution is the Vatican. Once again the narrative opens with what seems to be an isolated murder in Munich, this time of a historian, and the fact that his computer and documents are missing clearly suggests a motive beyond the personal. Just as the death of a Holocaust survivor in Frederick Forsyth’s The Odessa File (1972), triggers an investigation by a journalist into Nazi resurgence, so Gabriel Allon’s investigation of Benjamin Stern’s murder take him into past relation of the Vatican with the Nazis.​[4]​ This time Allon’s ally in bringing the suppressed truth to light is none other than the current Pope, who is turning his back on a culture of “deception and evasion” (The Confessor, 68) by planning to release documents from the Vatican archive.​[5]​ To use a major public figure as a character is a high-risk strategy for Silva to use, but it is on the whole successful here, because this Pope articulates a new openness in the Catholic Church. Against him stands a conservative Catholic organization called Crux Vera, which will go to any lengths to preserve the Church’s reputation intact.
          The Confessor is unusually detailed in its many allusions to historical events and includes a synopsis of The English Assassin as if it is continuing the same inquiry into the past. The novel is punctuated with data inputs from different sources at particular phases of the narrative: on the treatment of Italian Jews, on the Wannsee Conference of 1942 deciding the “final solution”, on the activities of a secret organization within the Catholic Church, and so on. The serial killings target sources of information, all converging on the central issue of how the Catholic Church dealt with the Holocaust. Whatever local pathos a particular death may generate, Silva always pushes the reader on to consider the information the characters were transmitting. As the central figure in the investigation, Gabriel Allon becomes the link between these different victims and himself a target, narrowly escaping a number of attempts on his life. As the narrative progresses, the nature of its central mystery shifts, from the initial killing to the information Stern possessed, then to the secret right-wing organization which Silva calls the Crux Vera. Historical analogues build up the action’s plausibility. For instance, the Crux Vera is partly based on the P2 (Propaganda Due) organization, referenced in the novel, which was exposed in the 1980s. Documents are unearthed which prove that a secret 1942 meeting took place in northern Italy between Nazis and a top Vatican representative suggesting church acquiescence in the deportation of the Jews. Unusually for Silva’s fiction, two climactic moments in The Confessor come when the two documents are given in their entirety, the one by a witness, the second by Martin Luther of the Nazi Foreign Ministry. Luther strengthens the explicit analogy with the Wannsee Conference, since he was the only figure to possess a record of it and was given the responsibility of persuading satellite countries (like Italy) to accept Nazi policy.
	Because Silva does not limit the perspective of The Confessor to that of Allon, mysteries which thrillers normally defer are clarified quite early in the novel: the existence of Crux Vera, for example, and the identity of the “Leopard”, the professional assassin hired to kill Stern and others. The narrative issue thus becomes what lengths the Crux Vera will go to in order to protect the status quo and specifically to prevent the Pope from giving to the world secret documents from the Vatican archive. As the organization fails to stop Allon, they spread a report that he is planning to assassinate the Pope. Here again, melodrama is countered by recent history, in this case by the shooting in 1981 of John Paul II by a Turkish assassin, to this day still unexplained. Silva neatly reverses the terms of the conspiracy when he has top figures in Crux Vera decide to assassinate the Pope. The novel builds up to a final climax at the Rome central synagogue, where the Pope is due to appear, with the real threat being posed by the Leopard in clerical disguise, while the prime suspect – Allon – actually helps save the Pope’s life. Apart from the blatant irony of church officials sanctioning murder, The Confessor moves towards a final public disclosure which can never take place, because it is decided that the key documents would provoke dangerously extreme reactions.​[6]​
	A Death in Vienna (2004) follows the same trajectory as the earlier novels in opening its narrative with a violent event – this time the bombing of a Holocaust investigation office in Vienna. Allon is approached there by a Holocaust survivor who claims to have information about a certain Ludwig Vogel (an actual SS-Fuhrer), supposedly channelling funds into the right-wing Austrian Nationalist Party. Shortly after their meeting the informant is murdered. On returning to Israel, Allon learns that Vogel is probably Erich Radek, the surviving officer in charge of Aktion 1005, the Nazi operation to destroy evidence of the extermination camps. The terms of the central intrigue are thus set. On the one hand the action probes into what Silva has described as the “unfinished business of the Holocaust.”(Death in Vienna, 397) On the other, this issue is still having an impact on the politics of contemporary Austria since Radek’s son is running for political office. Like Switzerland and the Vatican in the previous novels, Austria is afflicted with convenient amnesia. An Austrian journalist tells Allon: “we choose not to remember” (Death in Vienna, 63).
	A Death in Vienna is designed to refute such collective denials and is constructed as an investigation into the past, where every stage is complicated by contemporary politics. Once again Silva evokes a secret network of figures determined to stop unwelcome information coming to light, whose activities include murder and constant surveillance. Indeed it is a striking characteristic of this trilogy that the opposition between revelation and concealment, central to the spy fiction genre, is given such institutional expression that the Swiss banks, Vatican and Austrian political establishment all become implicated in past and present criminal acts. In A Death in Vienna Allon encounters a whole range of characters measured by how much information they can give him. His journeys into the Vatican archive and to a German community in Argentina are only two of the steps necessary to constructing a full identity for the shadowy figure known as Vogel. For Allon to do this, he has to harmonize personal memories from an Auschwitz survivor and from his own mother’s deposition of how she survived Treblinka with more general details on Aktion 1005, or the activities of the Nazi bishop Lois Hudal. And all of this data must be harmonized with historical fact like the Eichmann story, referenced several times, or contemporary developments in Austria like the rise to power in 2000 of Joerg Haider and his Freedom Party.​[7]​ A supporting role in the action is played by the CIA, reflecting their assimilation of Nazi officials after the war. 
As usual, Allon simultaneously plays the role of protagonist and narrative assembler. At a briefing in Israel, another Mossad officer compliments him on “an impressive piece of investigatory work” (Death in Vienna, 287), but it is yet again a project whose outcome is deeply problematic. The kidnapping of Radek, described in masterly paced detail, will not lead to another trial. Instead, Allon takes him to Treblinka, to confront him with the site of his own atrocities. This move smacks more of poetic justice than realism, but then Silva otherwise risks an anti-climax in his ending. Since Radek cannot be prosecuted, nor left in Austria, the only alternative is for him to be taken to Israel, in an apparent rerun of the Eichmann seizure. By the end of the novel, however, he has become an oddly diminished figure, far less important than the processes in which he participated.
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^1	  Greene’s The Quiet American is referenced in Portrait of a Spy. In a publicity statement on Silva declared that Finder’s novel of commercial espionage, Paranoia (2004), “rewrites the rules for contemporary thrillers’ (josephfinder). 
^2	 The crash remains unexplained and has triggered different conspiracy theories, largely thanks to the strict control of information. In Nelson DeMille’s 2004 novel Night Fall the central drama lies in the tension between an FBI agent’s attempts to investigate the event and the authorities’ opposition, without any final resolution. In the same interview Silva explains that he consulted members of the CIA’s counter-terrorism unit.
^3	 Silva read Conrad’s classic tale of doubling, “The Secret Sharer,” in 1998. The whole nature of doubling is explored in Dan Fesperman’s 2012 novel The Double Game.
^4	  Stern, like Salomon Tauber in The Odessa File, is a survivor from Riga. In interview Silva mentions his familiarity with Odessa, but also drew for The Messenger on Michael Phayer’s The Catholic Church and the Holocaust, 1930-1965 for information on the range of connections between the church and the Nazis (“Author Talk, February 2004,” Bookreporter). Forsyth’s novel culminates in the thwarting of a plan between Neo-Nazis and Egypt to attack Israel with biological weapons.
^5	  Silva’s two triggers to The Confessor were the 1998 Vatican statement on the Holocaust We Remember and the collapse of the resulting International Catholic-Jewish Historical Commission when the Vatican refused to open its archive (“Author Talk, February 2004”). In the novel Silva speculates on a Pope who might wish to reverse this decision.
^6	  The three top officials of Crux Vera a minister of finance, the head of Italian intelligence, and a top cleric – are known within the organization as the “Holy Trinity”, an ironic reversal of Mark Aarons’ 1998 expose, Unholy Trinity: The Vatican, the Nazis, and the Swiss Banks. At the point where the assassination of the Pope should take place, the conspiring cardinal part-echoes Henry II’s words about Beckett when he exclaims: “Will no one silence this heretic?” (The Confessor, 415)
^7	  Haider was reportedly under surveillance by Mossad, who were even blamed by some for his 2008 death, apparently in a car accident. 
